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 Welcome … to the August 2019 edition of the KSKA Newsletter and thank you to those who have contributed. 

 

Message from Shihan Dirk Heene 9th Dan 

Dear members of KSKA,  

After the Natsu Gasshuku in Espinho I realised that the KSKA is very much alive and growing especially in Portugal.  Special 

thanks to Filipe Sancho and his team with a perfect organisation including transportation to and from the airport.  But also the 

support of the clubs from Fatima, Leiria, Aveiro, Espinho and Porto that created a unique atmosphere. 

 

The grading from Luis Ferreira Dos to Sandan, Carlos Ferreirinho to Godan and the awarding of Miguel Rocha to Rokudan are a 

clear sign of the advancing level and activity of Kase Ha in Portugal. 

 

During the administration meeting in Espinho between Livia Castro, Mike Cowburn, Jim Martin and myself we spent around three 

hours discussing different items concerning the economical background, membership and structure of the Academy. 

 

Special attention was paid to selecting a Shidoinkai in the different member countries.  This Shihoinkai is to consist of senior KSKA 

members with an advising of responsibilities to the Shihankai.  We will clarify the details at the Luxemburg Gasshuku in October.   

 

Not only at the Gasshuku, but a lot of successful summer courses have taken place during                                                                 

the last months including the 15th Kase Memorial course in Hasselt, the summer course in                                                                  

Grudziady in Poland,  Dresden, Espinho, Cadiz (where 6 top KSKA instructors were  

teaching), Finland and Lilleshall in England. 

 

All courses included a specific and typical accent.  Due to the extreme summer weather a                                                                

lot of outdoor training sessions were held.  Nico’s dojo in Dippoldiswalde is a permanent                                                       

example, but also the beach training in Cadiz and outdoor training in Finland gave special                                                             

energy to the aspect of absorbing the breathing, rooting, concentration with pure nature                                                            

aspects (sea, beach, forest, lake, sky, mountains).   

 

Also in the early seventies, Kase Sensei organised his morning sessions in St. Raphael                                                                    

on the beach. Breaking out of the dojo (inside) often gives an extra motivation (outside). 

See next page. 

   

The new sport season will soon start in the dojo’s after the summer and school holidays.                                                                  

Let us start with a good spirit and our minds set on Kase Ha Shotokan Karate Do. 

 
All the best. 

 

Dirk Heene, President of KSKA and Shihankai member 



 

 

  

                                         

 
 



 

     KSKA Aki Gasshuku - Luxembourg 

     Friday 11th - Sunday 13th October 2019 

The second Gasshuku of the year will be held in Luxembourg where the 

KSKA welcome your attendance in support of the Academy.  

Our legacy is dependant  on a number of factors, none more so than the 

technical development of Kase-Ha karate where further details of the 

revised grading syllabus will be included within the training. 

Please ensure that you book your hotel in good time as Luxembourg is a 

popular city especially at the weekends where accommodation at 

affordable prices is often in short supply. 

Those wishing to attend the course dinner should notify Sensei John Kirby 

before 11 September 2019.  The cost for the dinner is 30€ per person.  

Dojo: Hall Omnisports Josy Barthel, 2 rue du Stade L-2547 

Organisation: Luxembourg Shoshin - Sensei’s John Kirby &   

Luis Albuquerque 
     

Email: Luis.Albuquerque@curia.europa.eu   

Phone: +352 691 856 786 

Members are asked to present their KSKA passbook at the 

registration desk to maintain your record of your attendance. 

Further details for this course can be found on the KSKA website 

 

Please note those wishing to present a senior Dan grade of San Dan 

or above at the Natsu Gasshuku in Mullheim in May 2020, are 

requested to submit their application to the KSKA Secretary on or 

before the Aki Gasshuku in Luxembourg. 
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Congratulations to Shihan Dirk Heene 9th Dan 

 

During the Natsu Gasshuku in Espinho, Portugal the KSKA 

Shihankai agreed on merit to promote Shihan Dirk Heene to 

the level of 9th Dan. 
 

The presentation was made in front of the group that respond-

ed with a standing ovation in recognition of the deserving re-

cipient. 

 

Thank you to the contributors of 

this Newsletter:- 
 

Shihan Dirk Heene 

Organisers of the Aki Gasshuku 

Contributions received from;    

Sensei’s Philip Lehrer, Pascal 

Petrella and Livia Castro 

 

mailto:Luis.Albuquerque@curia.europa.eu


KSKA Natsu Gasshuku - Espinho, Portugal  

12th to 14th May 2019 

 

 

  

                                        

 
 

What a fabulous course that was very well organised, very well attended whilst the technical content was superb! 

With such a bold opening statement one has to back this up with supporting evidence. But first a big thank you to Sensei Filipe 

Sancho and his team for all their hard work in planning and effecting what was a brilliant, ‘family orientated’ coming together of like 

minds to enjoy karate practice of the highest order and in a glorious setting. 

Whilst the views of the author of the 15th Kase Memorial Course report (featured below) is entitled to his opinions, I have to agree 

with him on many of his comments especially the positive future that lies ahead for the KSKA and although our Sensei’s will likely 

rebuff this next comment, they are genius in my / our opinions in their understanding and application of the core principles together 

with their continuous and dedicated development of Kase-Ha Shotokan Karate. One thing for sure is that Kase Sensei was open 

minded encouraging not restraining development where this is happening right before us. Enough said, now on with the details. 

Rather than providing too much by way of written explanation, this article aims to provide an outline by text that is supported 

through a series of explanatory photographs.   

The intention of this and future Gasshuku is to reinforce the core principles of Kase-Ha karate including the advancement of the 

recently introduced revised KSKA Grading Syllabus where this also opens the scope allowing for the individualisation of the 

Shihankai members to demonstrate their respective areas of specialism that was clearly evidenced on this course. 

The first picture below was taken during the Course Dinner held on Saturday evening being typically Portuguese including their 

infamous hospitality that included wonderful food, drink, song and great company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The instructional organisation, taking into account the division between members and non-members included:- 

Friday evening: Shihan Dirk Heene focussing on geri wasa including movement, preparation, positioning and delivery 

Saturday a.m.: Sensei Jim Martin presenting his version of Go Oyo in omote and ura form before advancing to include kata bunkai 

                         Sensei Nico Ibsher (non-members) kata form plus bunkai with particular emphasis on effective application  

Saturday p.m.: Sensei Juan Pablo Delgado concentrating on supporting kata plus Basai Sho Go form and bunkai applications 

Sunday a.m.:   Sensei Michaylo Fedyk open hand combinations, form and kumite applications against single and multiple      

     attackers, whilst applying different timings 

                    Sensei Pascal Petrella effective blocking skills including preparation, rooting, timing and effective delivery.  
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Pic 2 opposite; was taken during the session instructed by 

Sensei Juan Pablo that began with Heian kata form including 
omote and go before moving on to Basai Sho go form including 

the principles of bunkai application. 

The synergy of this lesson reaffirmed the main principles and 
those as adopted during the remainder of the weekend. 

Good technique (form) is often more important than strength, 
whilst practice repartition aids in the retention of muscle 

memory in addition to developing speed and stamina. 

 

Pic 3 below left; provides a further example of kata form only 

this time being part of Go Oyo, yet the principles are the same 
regardless of the higher level kata. 

 

Pic 4 middle; the same message is continued by Sensei Nico 
Ibsher during his class with the non-members.  

Whilst the KSKA do not overly concentrate on competition 
karate this does not preclude the adaptation of good form as 

can be seen in this picture. 

 

Pic 5 below right; includes a detailed explanation of the finer 
points from the kata being delivered by Sensei Nico Ibsher 
where individual ideas are also encouraged to further enhance 

the learning experience. 
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Pic 6. below; Sensei Jim Martin 8th Dan taking the class 

through his version of Go Oyo first including kata form with 
emphasis on the core principles of rooting, breathing, 

movement, timing, speed and kime. 

Then moving onto demonstrate the key elements of kata bunkai  
for which Sensei Martin is infamous for his insight into the 

intricacies that make all the difference to effect. 

Pic 7. below is of Shihan Dirk Heene demonstrating the  

disabilitating effects on the opponent when a wrist lock is 
applied correctly. 

Pics 8 to 10. demonstrate the principle of block and take over 

that appears in so many of the Shotokan kata although when 
applied with the inclusion of controlling the opponent the 

resulting effect is significantly enhanced rendering the tori 
unable to recover and in order to deliver a decisive counter. 

Note the solid rooting even in full flight delivery for both tori and 

uku demonstrating a high level of skill and control. 
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Pics 11 and 12 right; gives an overview of preparing for 

blocking using both hands using hentai and satai wasa. 

Pic 13 below left shows Sensei Pascal Petrella explaining 

posture rooting and breathing in relation to the application of 
effective blocking and below that in Fig 14, theory being put 
into practice.  

Pic 15 bottom right; karate was never this much fun back in the 
70’s & 80’s when even a smile would result in press-ups. 

This level of humanity is prevalent with Sensei Nico’s style of 
training who encourages students to enjoy their karate that in 
turn enthuses them to perform to a higher level. 

Adding my personal opinion to this subject, I applaud this type 
of approach and even though you may not be able to deliver to 

the same high standard as Sensei Nico you are determined to 
try.  Is this what continued development is all about? 

Pic 15 could also be used as a caption competition.  What do 

you think? 
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Pics 16 through to 19; show Sensei Michaylo Fedyk in action 

during the training also with the effective application of the 
open hand combinations when applied against single and 

multiple attackers. 

Here we see the tension building between Sensei’s Juan Pablo 
and Nico Ibsher immediately before the attack is launched and 

the explosive response using hentai and satai block and 
counter.      

The last photograph (bottom right) is the pre-emptive 
movement off-line using diai timing to navigate past the tori 
nullifying their attack whilst putting the uke into a position of 

strength to deliver their counter.            

 

Hope you have enjoyed this pictorially based article, but there 
can be no substitute for being there in person. 

The second and Aki Gasshuku is just around the corner so 

please support the KSKA through your attendance and enjoy 
as we did, the excellent training as delivered by members of the 

KSKA Shihankai. 

Mike Cowburn 

Oss 

         



KSKA International Instructors Certificate 

Take-up on the KSKA Instructors Certificate remains at a steady pace, where some may not realise the 

availability criteria has been reset to San Dan level and above providing the applicant is a full member 

and remains active within the Academy.  Certain cases may be referred to the Shihankai for approval. 

 

The means of application is relatively simple with the respective form being available from the website 

that once complete should be sent to the KSKA Secretary with the initial and renewal cost remaining 

at 25 Euro.   Certificates are valid for three years.                            

 

                                          Click here to download an application form  

     KSKA Dan Grade Examinations 

Looking to the future of the KSKA and measures to 
secure the long-term financial stability of the 
Academy, whilst at the same time recognising the 
committed support of the membership. 

The Executive with support from the Shihankai 
have agreed that from the 1st January 2020 to 
increase the cost for a KSKA Dan grading from the 
current price of 100€ to120€. 

Please be advised that our Treasurer maintains a 
transparent accounting system ensuring that all 
expenditure is fully justified and to the benefit of the 
Academy thereby avoiding wastage. 

But with the cost of arranging Gasshuku and 
Kangeiko on the increase, the current balance 
between income and expenditure has to be 
addressed, where it was believed this together with 
the planned increase in membership fees will aid in 
sustaining the Academy for the foreseeable future. 

With most karate associations the financial 
decisions are made without explanation.   

But ours is an Academy and karate family where as 
such you the Members deserve to be informed as 
to the reason for these decisions. 

 

KSKA Executive 

               Special Request 

As with so many before, one of the Academy members  is 
currently experiencing difficulties with their hip joint and is 

likely to be facing surgical intervention. 

Turning to the KSKA for advice, our colleague has 

requested any information relating to the subject including:- 

Measures to delay the need for surgical intervention. 

When and where to source treatment if necessary. 

Preparation prior to surgery. 

Post surgical recovery and rehabilitation. 

Any other (topic related) useful advice. 

Could anyone who has knowledge or experience of this 
aspect please drop me an email and I will happily 

coordinate the information. 

Thank you 

Mike Cowburn  

http://www.kamikaze.com/
http://www.ksk-academy.org/div/instructor-certificate-application-form.pdf
http://www.ksk-academy.org/div/instructor-certificate-application-form.pdf


 

          KSKA NATSU-GASSHUKU 

         Müllheim, Germany              

                 8th to 10th May 2020 
                                Under instruction of the KSKA Shihankai 

 

Organisation: Kase Ha Germany & Karate Dojo Müllheim  
    Email: p.petrella@ksk-academy.org    

         Phone: +49 172 759 30 46   

            Dojo: Heinz-Renkert-Sporthalle (Sporthalle 1) 

   Moltkestraße, 79379 Mullheim, Germany 

       

Training:             Friday         Saturday                Sunday  
19:30 – 21:30hr       10:00 – 11:30hr          09:00 – 11:00hr  

        11:45 – 13:15hr     

        Grading: Saturday 13.30hr 

      Course-Dinner: Saturday 9th May 2020 @ 19.00hr 

The course dinner will be held at: Bürgerhaus Müllheim, Hauptstr. 122  

Academy members wishing to attend the course dinner should notify Sensei Pascal Petrella.                   

The cost for the dinner is 30€ per person payable at the course registration desk.  
 

 

Accommodation: There are a variety of hotels within Mullheim to suit most budgets.                                    
Should you require further assistance please contact the course organiser. 

There will also be a pick-up and return service to and from Basel airport that should be arranged through Sensei 
Pascal Petrella where a charge of 25€ per person will apply..  

I 

In order to increase the level of support, don’t forget to ad-

vertise your future Academy course’s on the KSKA website.   

Send details to:  
 

secretary@ksk-academy.org  

mailto:p.petrella@ksk-academy.org
mailto:secretary@ksk-academy.org


        15th Kase Memorial Course - Hasselt, Belgium  

by Philip Lehrer 

                                                                                                       Cont……. 

Arriving in Hasselt on Friday the 24th May at around 12.30 a.m. 

one of the things that is instantly recognisable, if you are a 

repeat guest at the Holiday Inn Express over the past 15 years, 

is the friendly welcome received from Christophe, the reception 

manager, including a big smile and using your first name with a 

great big hello. 

Enjoying a sandwich and a rest before getting together with the 
rest of the Israeli delegation that had also been on the road 

since the preceding Friday having first been in Cadiz training 
with Sensei Juan Pablo Delgado Herrerat at his Dojo.  

Their eyes had been further opened to the elements of Kase 

Ha by this young, brilliant instructor. They had also visited 
amongst other places, Gibraltar and were all very enthusiastic 

by the first leg of their European tour. 

The first session of the 15th Kase Memorial Course started at 

7.30 p.m., with delegations coming from England, Germany, 

Holland, Scotland, Spain, Portugal, Israel, Luxembourg and of 

course the host country, Belgium all greeting each other 

enthusiastically, most for yet another and some for just the first 

time.  Dirk Heene Shihan greeted the numerous participants 

and the fun began. 

Karateka were divided up into four groups. Our group consisted 

of 2nd Dan up and as such are the sessions that I will be 

describing.  

After an extensive warm-up delivered by Tom de Gersem 

Sensei, Pasquale Petrella Sensei, in his own inimitable way re-
initiated us to the “Kata Jitte”.  

I consciously say re-initiated us, as the “Bunkai” we worked on, 

were new to most of us. They were very down-to-earth, efficient 
and extremely effective, in real-life street combat situations.  

This last, was the main element in every instructors lesson plan 
during this course: REALITY.  

The “Bunkai” were very sharp and if one wasn`t on one`s toes 

the whole session, one risked serious physical harm. Thank the 
Good Lord, we were all very alert and the session finished with 

a sense of, what I can only describe as exhilaration and great 
satisfaction. 

We then all went off for supper, to the various watering-holes 

and restaurants, which Hasselt has generously on offer.  

The groups mingled and shared reminiscences. This is one of 

the things I like the most about this particular course, where 
camaraderie and friendship are the main elements and also 

where a lot of jokes are shared in between training sessions. 

Next morning, the first session started at 10.30 a.m. was 
presented by Jim Martin Sensei. I believe all of us think that this 

Sensei is a Karate genius.  

Also, he is the most modest of men, whilst his ideas are so 

original, that I have never seen him repeat a lesson.  

                                                                        

 

             Part of the Israel contingent arriving in Hasselt 

                     Enjoying a well-earned meal after training 
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Now he taught us the Oyo version of Heian Godan, Gojushiho 

Sho and Dai (Heian 5, 54 moves long version and 54 moves 
shortened version), which are technically related.  

Everyone in the group having the necessary level and 
knowledge of the 3 Kata, adapted to the compilation before the 
different “Bunkai” was introduced from beginning to the end of 

the “Kata”, which consisted of very interesting multiple 
techniques.  

Sensei then advanced to “Kata” in “Go” form, which was very 
challenging. I think that the group acquitted itself well, although, 
especially in the “Go” form, I did see some perplexed 

expressions. That is normal however, especially when learning 
a new “Kata” even in its “Omote” form. 

After a one-hour break, it was Arie Farcas Sensei`s turn to 
share in his incredible knowledge. I think that having been in an 
elite combat unit in his youth reflects on the way he teaches. 

Sensei proved it in spades here.  

The premise was that not only fixed drills should be trained, but 

also unexpected situations, as in surprise attacks.  

Apart from the extreme seriousness of this lesson, I must say 

that Sensei raised multiple laughs, from this, a very serious 
group of Martial Artists, by his approaching random Karateka 
and slapping them, succeeding almost every time in getting 

through their guard, except for once, when Mike Cowburn 
Sensei succeeded in blocking this.  

As it happens, when given in earnest, this is potentially a very 
effective technique; just a simple slap. 

From this beginning, Sensei showed us three different 

psychological reactions to surprise attacks, of which we had to 
decide which suited us.  

The reactions are based on the 3 F`s known to us all as: “Fight, 

Flight or Freeze”.  

First the “Tori” attacked the “Uke” and by the way they reacted 

one would know which suited it the best.  

“Fight” could be as in “Sen no Sen”, “Flight” could be a block 
followed by counter attacks and “Freeze” is not as seems obvi-

ous, but weaving, ducking and retreating 3 or 4 times and then 
countering in devastating counters, from an inert stance 

(momentarily stopped) .  

Arie Sensei described the “Freeze” phase of the session, as a 
Gazelle being driven into a corner, from which it can only es-

cape by charging forward with a head-butt using its horns. 

Towards the end of the session, one “Uke” was attacked by 

three “Tori”, as in a “mobbing” style attack. This was very in-

tense. I actually “absorbed” a beautiful “Ushiro Geri” from my 

old friend Guido Roelants Sensei, as “Uke”, which saw me take 

a tumble.  

I believe that 2 days later now, all of us are still deciding which 

of the 3 “F`s” we relate to the most. At the end of the session, I 

informed Arie Sensei, whose lessons I`ve trained at quite a bit, 

that this was definitely the best I`d ever seen him give; it most 

definitely was. 

It was only about 2.30 p.m. now, so as the gradings from 

“Shodan” level up, were now to take place, all the rest of the 
different delegations went off for a late lunch and rest, in prepa-

ration for the evening`s activities. The gradings take place be-
hind closed doors and we heard later that most of the candi-

dates had passed.  
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In the evening, it was time for fun. Some went to the dinner at 

the “Wok Dynasty” restaurant, which is a very nice place.  We 
talked and went over old times, remembering Kase Sensei and 

other people, not present at this year`s Course.  

Others from the various delegations went to different places, 
but it being the weekend of “Hasselt Live”, where 39 bands play 

in the streets of the town, this always coinciding with the 
course, we heard music, from the `70s to contemporary and 

from “Hip-Hop to Bluegrass”. 

The next morning was the last session before we all went off on 

our separate ways. We again were present in the KTA1 school 

in the Vilderstraat, where the Memorials have been held over 

the years. 

This was, as always, the highlight of an already fantastic 

seminar where Dirk Heene Shihan, president of the K.S.K.A 

and recently awarded the exalted rank of 9th Degree black belt 

by his peers, delivering what in hindsight was an amalgam of 

what we had been learning the whole weekend.  

Based on the 9 Kase-Ha open hand techniques which we are 
all familiar to us, but applying these in four directions as in “Shi 

Ho Uke”, just as in the Kata and Kumite we had been learning 
in the earlier lessons.  

We first performed the routine in one direction. Then taking a 
few of the techniques and trained them in 4 directions, but not 
in the cross-form as in the classical “Shi Ho Uke” as seen in 

“Kata Unsu”, but in an X-form, first forward left, then backwards 
left, then forward right, finishing backward right all diagonally. 

Not as easy as in the classical way.  

Then we trained this with partner that involved a lot of 

movement drawing from one’s experience, this very advanced 
“Kihon Kumite” was further developed.  

 

I just wonder how the group would manage if we did the 

whole 9-move routine while changing direction.  

This could be the next step of what Dirk Shihan will be teach-

ing in future. It was a fantastic session and Dirk Shihan again 
showed us his always original thought process, at its best. 

And so, we were at the end of yet another Kase Memorial 

course, the 15th since the passing of the Master.  

In terms of numbers in attendance, on the second day, there 

were plus 150 Karateka in the sports-hall and on a hot day 

steam was rising to the ceiling due to the effort that was being 

made by all the participants 

 A short closing ceremony with thanks to the four Sensei’s, 

who taught us so well also further congratulations to Dirk 

Shihan with a token of appreciation before the delegations 

took leave with promises to meet at future courses, which 

have already been announced.  

This was amongst the most successful Seminars that I have 

attended where I am sure this will be replicated in the future 

as the Kase Ha Shotokan Ryu Karate Do Academy (KSKA)

continues to flourish. 

With many thanks to the organisers for their valued input in-

cluding; Livia Castro, Felix Croonenborghs and Yvette Mar-

tens Sensei’s also for the great reception and support during 

the 15th Kase Memorial course. 

 

Philip Lehrer 4th Dan  

K.S.K.A. Israel  



 

KSKA Membership Renewals 2020 …. 

With the latest increase in membership fees having been introduced in 2015, the KSKA Executive 

Committee have agreed that it is time for a further review.  

Therefore from January 2020 the cost of the annual re-affiliation is to increase to 70€ where the 

additional income will aid in the sustainability of the Academy and the associated 

events including Gasshuku and Kangeiko, both of which are believed imperative in the 

continued development of Kase-Ha karate. 

Arrangements for payment will remain as before where the account details as included below should be used 

 

   The account to be used for all payments made to the Academy in Euro’s is:- 

   IBAN BE80 0017 9066 6577 

   BIC code GEBABEBB 

   Account Name: KASE HA SHOTOKAN RYU KARATE-DO ACADEMY VZW 

   Address: Herckenrodebosstraat 40, 3511 Kuringen 

   Bank: BNP PARIBAS FORTIS 

 

A special message to those from non EU countries or for those paying in currencies other than the Euro.   

Please note that bank charges may apply and as such account should be taken when calculating the total 

amount payable as all bank charges must be met by the member so as to ensure the total sum that is received 

by the KSKA is 70 Euro.  

 

Membership application : www.ksk-academy.org/div/membership-application-form.pdf 

 

Please note that KSKA membership records are retained in accordance with the GDPR 

Please stay in touch 
To continue to receive communication from the KSKA, if you change your email address or have a 

message that you wish to be presented to the Academy, please inform the Secretary otherwise you 

could be missing out on vital information.  If you wish to un-subscribe also contact the Secretary.  

secretary@ksk-academy.org 
 

mailto:secretary@ksk-academy.org

